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exploiters. "When American capitalism fears a

revolt of the workers, it caUs upon the A. F.
of L. and arranges with its officials for the
betrayal and enslavement of the workers. The
A. F. of L. is the handy-ma- n of capital in its
dastardly deeds of crime against the workers.
For its Judas like betrayal it receives for
its favorites a few crumbs of increased wages
and better conditions. The great masses of
workers are left to shift for themselves outside

its beneficient ''protection".
As-th- e A. F. of L. in nowise concieves the

present character of the class struggle, neither
can it function as a means thru which the
workers may achieve their emancipation and

end this fierce economic war between the work-

ers and the owners. The A. F. of L. is unfit in

this struggle, a new weapon must be found
with which to forge the foundation and the
framework of the new industrial order and

the State of the workers which is to function

By Bell in

August the first of this year is destined to
prove a landmark in the history of the Socia-
list movement in Britain. On that date, a groat
rank and file convention is to be held in Lon-

don and, for weal or woe, the formation of a
Communist Party for this country will be an
accomplished fact. Those of us who have been
identified with the- - movement for Communist
Unity are under no illusions as to the task
that lies before us. But taking all the facts
into consideration we are satisfied the time is
opportune for such a move.

It is common knowledge that there has
arisen in nearly every district in the
Communist groups of men and women, all of
whom have ceased to have faith in the policios
of the old Socialist Parties. Some are sick to
nearly death at the compromise, opportunism,
moderation or what you will, of their one time
pot organisations; while others, one the extre-

me side, have awakened to the puerility nf
mouthing revolutionary formulas indulged in

so copiously by pedantic prigs and which is
too often but a cloak for inaction.

Tho travil of the Russian Republic coupled
with the economic and political failure of West
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as the directing force in the conquest of work-

ers' power over capitalism.
The beginning must be made in the for-

mation of a powerful One Big Union of all
workers with the revolutionary purpose of the
conquest of power for the workers This One
Big Union must propagandize not merely the
control of industry by the workers, but also
the correct method by which that control can
be obtained, thru a machinery of shop commit-
tees in every industry. Without the power
of the State resting in the hands of the
workers no proletarian control of industry can
be accomplished. The powr of the capitalist
class resides in the State, to dispossess the cap-

italists of their ownership of industry, they
must first be shorn of their powerthe cap-

italist State must be displaced by the new
industrial State of Workers. A One Big Union
of al1 class-consco- workers founded upon this
prnciple is what American workers need.

Communist Unity
Tom "Data".

country

ern Democracy to offer any hope of a peace-
ful transformation in the social life of the
working class of Europe, has brought about a
depreciation in the estimated value of our pre-

war methods of class warfare. All hope of a

"constitutional" solution to the issue that
divides the working class from the employers
has evaporated in the experience of the last
six years. That experience reveals as never
before a struggle to the death. Capitalism is
not going to yield unless forcibly crushed, and
all talk of a "peaceful solution" is but so

many words. Apart from the favoured position
of our politicians to decide the time and the
issue of elections, their executive control of the
State; control of the press, printing and paper
supplies; control of tho hundred and one me-

thods by which they can thwart or twist the
will of a docile "democracy" all these are
as powerful as the majority vote. Indeed, arc
tho very instruments by which that majority
vote is manufactured. To look forward to the
day when these shall be peacefully transfer-
red to labour, is the emptiest of dreams. The
power of the ruling class has to be wrested
from them if there is to be social peace.

(Continued on pago 16.)


